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Hexi smiled softly, “It’s nothing; I’m just asking casually . ” 

After speaking, she turned and left without waiting for the others to speak . 

Now, she was sure that the person who wrote to Nalan Feixue that the prince would marry Nalan Hexi 

as the concubine must be inseparable from this Nalan Ziyun . 

It seemed the plot to kill Nalan Hexi was also related to his dear “brother” . 

When Shen Qingchuo saw Hexi leave, he didn’t bother to entangle with Xia Yichen . He quickly followed 

her . He asked, “Young Master Xi, do you know the Third Miss of the Nalan Family? You … What’s the 

relationship between you two… “ 

Xia Yichen watched the backs of several people leaving behind and clenched her fist in resentment . 

“Scumbag, I see how arrogant you can be . Let’s go!” 

=== 

At this time, the opening ceremony of the Big Hunting Match in the action hall was in full swing, but 

none of the Feng Family participated in it . They all stayed in their special room with sour faces . 

Feng Lianying fainted in the hall due to out of breath . Now that he woke up, he suddenly felt sad and 

resentful as he thought of the face he lost in front of every noble family . 

She looked up to see Feng Yunjing, then she suddenly pounced to him while crying, “Brother, Xi Yue that 

bitch ruined my reputation and my future, you must avenge me!” 

Before Feng Lianying’s words were finished, Feng Yunjing had slapped her . 

Feng Lianying let out a wailing . She flew out and she was caught in Nie Jinchen’s arms . 

She looked at Feng Yunjing as she was astounded; her face full of tears; her expression was sullen; she 

couldn’t hide the writhing hatred in her heart . Her face looked twisted horribly for a while . 

Feng Yunjing looked down at her, and his eyes were full of spine chilling murderous intent . “Feng 

Lianying, if it weren’t for your stupidity, how could you give Xi Yue a chance . Now you have damaged 

the reputation of our Feng family . You dare to cry and complain in front of me!?” 

“If it were not for your Master’s sake, I will kill you now, lest you stay alive and continue to lose the face 

of the Feng Family!” 

Feng Lianying was covered by Feng Yunjing’s murderous gaze . She only felt that the chillness penetrated 

into every inch of her body . 

She trembled immediately . Her expression turned pale, and her crying gradually receded . 

Because she knew that Feng Yunjing was telling the truth . Her half-brother really had to murderous 

intention toward her . 
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Feng Yunjing took a deep breath, calming down the anger in his heart . 

Xi Yue, Xi Yue! I originally thought that I will get her for sure this time . Who knew that she had once 

again escaped from my hand again, and it also made the Feng Family offend the Shen Family, ruining the 

reputation of the Feng Family . 

Xi Yue… these two words were about to become his mind obstacle . He was thinking about her days and 

nights, and he was almost going crazy about getting her! 

Feng Yunjing took an inconspicuous inscribed jade slip from his arm and threw it to Feng Lianying . “If 

you fail again in this matter, you will be expelled from the Feng Family . It’s useless even if your master 

pleads for you . The Feng Family never keep those who are useless!” 

Feng Lianying took over the inscribed jade slip . She was stunned for a moment, then the panic and fear 

on her face immediately turned into excitement after she looked clearly at the shape and content of the 

slip . 

The appearance of this inscribed jade slip looked exactly the same as the summoning inscribed jade slip 

entering Breaking Spirit Mountain, but Feng Yunjing gave it to her . Apparently, he did something on it . 

Immediately, Feng Lianying thought of the thing he asked his master some time ago, and a sinister grin 

slowly appeared on his face . 

Xi Yue, I don’t believe you can still escape from me this time . 
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At this moment, the door of the room was pushed open, and a white man with a normal appearance 

and no spiritual fluctuations walked in . 

Feng Lianying didn’t know who this man was, so she was shocked to see him came in . 

But Feng Yunjing’s guards looked as if they didn’t see the person at all . They were standing by the side 

as usual . 

The man in white walked to Feng Yunjing and whispered a few words in his ear . 

Feng Yunjing’s face suddenly changed, and he lowered his voice, “Are you sure you didn’t sense the 

wrong thing?” 

The man in white nodded and said, “I wouldn’t dare to make any mistake in such an important matter . 

That thing is likely to fall into the hand of either one of the Ouyang Family father and son . ” 

Feng Yunjing’s initial somber face slowly showed a smile of excitement . “If we can find that thing, then 

it is a worthwhile trip for our Feng Family this time . ” 

Immediately he said in a deep voice . “Let’s split up . I will stop Ouyang Haoxuan in Breaking Spirit 

Mountain . You go to Ouyang Zhengxiong and take him into the Breaking Spirit Mountain rank five 

magical beast area . ” 
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As he was speaking, he seemed to think of something . Feng Yunjing’s eyes flashed a hint of 

ruthlessness, “To be safe, you should bring Mrs . Ouyang here too . We must not make any mistake in 

this matter . ” 

The man in white smiled and bowed his head . “This time it is really a blessing to our Feng Family to find 

that thing easily . Young Master rest assured that I will definitely get things done . ” 

Feng Lianying couldn’t understand Feng Yunjing’s conversation with the man in white, but she 

recognized him . The man in white who didn’t seem to have a normal appearance was actually the 

White Protector of their family . 

Black and White Protector were the powerhouses at Nascent Soul stage, but she didn’t know why he 

disguised himself to appear in Breaking Spirit Mountain . 

However, Feng Lianying’s attention quickly focused on the inscribed jade slip in her hands . 

Hehe, there is no more important thing than letting that bitch suffer eternally . 

=== 

In the afternoon, the Big Hunting Match officially started . 

Originally, when submitting the invitation letter, the contestants all would get an inscribed jade slip, but 

Hexi’s invitation letter was confiscated because he was framed as the murderer of the three princes, so 

he could not get the inscribed jade slip . 

Of course, there were also some martial artists who did not have time to exchange the invitation letter 

to the insribed jade slip after arriving, so they were now receiving it from the hands of a middle-aged 

person . 

Hexi lined up in front of the middle-aged person and took the inscribed jade slip from his hand . 

As soon as she got the slip, she felt a pain at her finger . When she lowered her head, she saw blood 

oozing from the tip of her right index finger . 

The middle-aged person saw her stunned, looking at the blood beads on her hand, and he expressed 

with a mild expression . “This time, there are more martial artists participating in the Big Hunting Match 

than in previous years . Our inscribed jade slip isn’t enough . The quality of the inscribed jade slip that is 

made later is not particularly smooth, so it is easier to cut people . “ 

Hexi looked around . It turned out that there were also several other martial artists who accidentally cut 

their fingers with the inscribed jade slip, but none of them felt weird about it . 

She frowned, checked her body with Divine Sense, and determined that there were no abnormalities, so 

she could only take the inscribed jade slip and leave . 

But there was an uneasy feeling in her heart . It seemed that something bad was about to happen . 

Hexi picked up the inscribed jade slip and looked at it . Is this inscribed jade slip Jade really fine? 

Looking at Hexi leaving, the middle-aged face with a thick face flashed a taunt of laughter in his eyes, 

and then the taunt quickly turned into excitement . 
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The inscribed jade slip was distributed quickly, and the middle-aged man didn’t waste any more time in 

the same place, rushing to his house in a hurry . 

As soon as he opened the door, he felt a scent of fragrance coming out . 

In front of him was a beautiful woman in white fluttering clothes sitting in the room . A pair of beautiful 

eyes were looking at him earnestly . 

The middle-aged man suddenly felt that all his blood was flowing to the lower body part . He quickly 

entered the room, closed the door and rushed toward the woman . 

Embracing the woman’s soft and tender body in his arms, the middle-aged man was excited . He was 

about to kiss on her pink lips . 

The woman covered his mouth instead . She said coquettishly, “Why are you so in a rush? Did you 

finish?” 

“Ice Lotus Fairy, you promised me that as long as I give the inscribed jade slip you gave to that kid, you 

will let me do whatever you want . You can’t renege!” 

The middle-aged man’s eyes were full of lust, and the hands that were hugging Feng Lianying were 

already moving around, stroking her body . 

Feng Lianying’s eyes flashed a strong disgust and murderous intention, but her face still had a coquettish 

expression . She pushed his chest and complained, “How can I renege, as long as you really help me get 

things done, I’m all yours . You can do anything to me . But … “ 

Feng Lianying glared at him, “But you have to let me know whether you help me get things done right?” 

The middle-aged man laughed out loud, “When will I, Li He be talking nonsense? Don’t worry, I’m sure I 

gave the inscribed jade slip you gave me to the boy with the last name Xi, and I saw her hand was 

punctured . There was even blood dripping on her hand . 

Feng Lianying showed a burst of excitement in his eyes as she heard it . 

Xi Yue, that slut’s hand was punctured . It means that the love devouring voodoo has entered her body . 

Hahaha … I would like to see how miserable this slut will die this time . 

After the middle-aged man spoke, he stretched out his hands into Feng Lianying’s clothes . The mouth 

with bad breath even kept messing around Feng Lianying . “Baby, since I have done the matter for you, 

you have to keep the promise and let me do whatever I want! “ 

“Of course . ” Feng Lianying smiled . “Since you have done all the work for me, then I … why would I still 

keep you alive?!” 

As soon as the words were out, the middle-aged man felt only a sudden pain coming from behind him . 

He looked back in anger, and he saw Nie Jinchen standing behind him with a smirk and piercing his body 

with a sword . 
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Seeing Li He looking at him, Nie Jinchen stirred his sword a few times . 

The middle-aged man wailed suddenly and fell to the ground . He was dead . 

Feng Lianying transfigured the water spiritual power and washed herself fiercely in the places he licked, 

then she looked at the dead middle-aged man with a sneer . “You want to take advantage of me? Why 

don’t you take a look at how cheap are you? Are you worth to get me?” 

Feng Lianying’s words let Nie Jinchen’s eyes look cold, his gaze swept around Feng Lianying’s exquisite 

body, his eyes slowly burning with a hot flame . 

Feng Lianying saw Nie Jinchen standing beside him stupidly, and she couldn’t help feeling angry . “Don’t 

just stand there! Can’t you clear it up for me!” 

This middle-aged man was a martial artist of Shui Yue Sect, and he also had a Gold Core stage . 

If anyone knew that he died in Feng Lianying’s hands, it would be very bad for the Feng Family . 

Feng Lianying’s tone was full of dominance as if she was commanding Nie Jinchen as a dog . 
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But Nie Jinchen did not complain at all . He obediently took out the corpse dissolving powder and 

cleaned up the corpses and traces on the ground . 

Feng Lianying was very satisfied with Nie Jinchen’s willingness to work . She walked out of the room 

elegantly, but she didn’t see Nie Jinchen’s eyes full of shadows behind her . 

=== 

Hexi checked her body several times . She even checked her pulse, but she still couldn’t detect any 

abnormalities, so she had to give up resignedly . 

However, when the teleportation array was activated, the light shone on her, and she appeared in an 

unfamiliar area, then Hexi immediately knew what the problem was . 

Suddenly, a huge dazzling white tiger yelled at her . Its eyes turned blood-red, and it pounced toward 

her . 

Hexi jumped up into the air, then she launched the purple vines at the white tiger . 

However, the action of the white tiger was faster than the Purple Abyss Vine . Its huge body was like a 

phantom, avoiding the attack of the purple vine . 

“Roar–” A terrifying roar . 

Immediately afterward, a red flame spewed out of the white tiger’s mouth, shrouding Hexi directly . 

Hexi took out the Li Shui Sword calmly . She suddenly transferred her spirit into the sword, chopping 

fiercely forward . 

The sword qi rushed into the sky, submerging into the sky . 
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The white tiger’s movement paused . It looked up in horror . 

The next moment, countless dense sword lights descended from the sky . It was like the sword rain that 

covered the sky and earth, leaving the white tiger nowhere to hide . 

“Ou ou ou—” Waves after wave of painful screech sounded . 

The white tiger moved left and right, desperately trying to jump out of the area . 

However, after Hexi launched the second and third sword qi, the sword rain falling from the sky became 

more and more dense . 

The white tiger’s fur was completely stained with blood . It looked indescribable pity . 

Finally, the white tiger could no longer take it . Its speed was getting slower and slower . 

The purple vines in Hexi’s hands flew out again, piercing into the heart of the white tiger with a clean 

blow . 

The white tiger’s eyes turned white . Blood bubbled out of its mouth, and finally lost its vitality and fell 

to the ground . 

Hexi withdrew the Li Shui Sword and looked at the white tiger that had fallen to the ground, showing an 

ugly face . 

“Boss, this is the magical beast that has just advanced into rank 5 right?” Little Golden Dragon appeared 

out of the space and jumped to this white tiger . “Aren’t you supposed to go to the rank three magical 

beast area? How will the rank five magical beast appear after we got out of the teleportation array 

immediately?” 

Hexi made a cold hum . “My inscribed jade slip has been manipulated . Although the prohibition of the 

Breaking Spirit Mountain cannot allow high-level martial artists to enter the low-level magical beast area 

without damage, it never said that low-level martial artists cannot be teleported to the area with the 

magical beast of higher rank . ” 

She only looked like she was just in the Foundation Establishment stage . Now, she was teleported to 

this rank five magical beast area . The magical beasts here were basically equivalent to have the 

cultivation of the Gold Core stage . Wasn’t this sending her to death? 

Little Golden Dragon said angrily, “Boss, these people are too much . This is not only to let you lose, but 

also to let you die under the threat of magical beast . Fortunately, boss is so powerful that you can easily 

slay a rank five magical beast . ” 

As the Little Golden Dragon said, it flew to Hexi charmingly . It said as it was admiring, “Boss, what was 

that skill just now? The sky is raining sword rain! It’s so powerful!” 

Hexi drew the mouth tilted a little . She said after a long while, “I don’t know what the skill is . When I 

was put into the sword array by the dumb old man, I was really forced to use do whatever I could . I was 

almost sliced into minced meat, then I used this skill in a desperate moment . ” 
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Although he didn’t want to admit it, Hexi knew that it definitely had a great effect for the old fart locked 

her in that sword array . 

If it were in the past, although she could still win this rank five white tiger, she would definitely need to 

double her efforts, and she may even run out of spiritual power . 

However, after coming out of the sword array, the rank five magical beast was actually not a challenge 

for her at all . 

Rank five magical beast should have the Gold Core stage strength, but it could definitely be compared to 

the real Gold Core stage martial artists . Moreover,this white tiger had just been promoted to rank five . 

Its strength was very weak . 

Hexi bent down and took out the elixir from Bai Hu and put it into a storage ring . 

The Little Egg in the space also jumped out, and it also put the body of Purple Abyss Vine on its head . 

Hexi looked at its appearance, and her mouth was twitching . A pink piglet head was topped with a 

purple seedling . This look was too non-mainstream! 

What kind of aesthetics did her Little Egg have!? 

Little Golden Dragon knew that his prototype was special . To avoid being coveted by others, he had 

become a gray Tyrannosaurus Rex image . 

Due to his small size, he couldn’t transfigure into a big spiritual pet . At this moment, he looked like two 

palms which looked like a model figure of Tyrannosaurus Rex . 

He still learns the appearance of Hexi, with his small claws pointing to the sky, and a forced expression 

on his face, “Whoosh– Flying Flower Sword Rain, kill! It’s so handsome … Boss, let’s call this Flying 

Flower Sword Rain?” 

Hexi turned her head . You dare to say that you are a golden flying dragon who has lived for thousands 

of years? You literally look so damn stupid that it is intolerable to the eye! 

The Little Egg was initially swirling around the body of the white tiger, trying to dig out the monster 

essence pill and swallow it . 

But when Hexi took the monster essence pill, he suddenly wept and said, “Mum, Little Egg is angry . 

Little Egg want to eat that round pill . ” 

Hexi was annoyed . This monster essence pill was her Big Hunting Match’s points . If she let Little Egg to 

eat it, wouldn’t she be the last place? 

She was still thinking about the fire attribute technique! 

Hexi held up Little Egg and said, “This pill is useful to mum . I will find something better for you later . ” 
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Little Egg nodded obediently, then she pointed at the white tiger’s body, “Then Little Egg wants to eat 

tiger meat . I want it to be grilled, steamed and stir fried, and a little spicy …” 

Little Egg seemed to think of something . Her initial frustration suddenly became excited . 

Now that the old fart wasn’t here to fight for food with him, and Little Dragon and Little Purple loved 

him the most . Didn’t it mean that the delicious food made by his mother was all by himself? 

Drooling was drooling, dragging Hexi’s clothes and shouting, “Mom, I can don’t eat the pill, but the 

magical beast flest we encountered on the road all should belong to me~~” 

Hexi sighed with relief when she saw that she was no longer stingy . 

For her now, cooking a little food was a piece of cake . 

Hexi released all the blood of the magical beast to let Little Purple eat it, and she also added a bit of 

spirit spring water to the magical beast blood to “season” it . Little Purple shook his purple leaves; he 

was extremely happy . 

The white tiger meat was processed into delicious dishes by Hexi . The fragrance of the food permeated 

the air, and the gluttonous Little Egg and the Little Golden Dragon drooled . 

Little Egg dived himself into the roasted tiger meat, eating from the end of the meat to the another end . 

He got himself oily, but he was still giggling . 

The days when the old man did not snatch food with him were so enjoyable . 

The two actually swallowed such a big tiger meat in less than half an hour . 
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Little Egg still murmured while caressing his round belly, “Little Dragon, you ate too much . You even ate 

Little Egg’s portion; I can’t get full . ” 

This brat is getting more and more overbearing relying on the my spiritual pet’s and Little Purple’s 

pamper . 

Hexi smiled as she condensed water spiritual power and washed his greasy skin . 

Before Little Golden Dragon could speak, there was another beast roar suddenly . 

Obviously, the aroma of food here had attracted other magical beast . 

Little Golden Dragon and Little Egg were terrified by the roar at all, instead they immediately brightened 

their eyes, looking at the two figures coming quickly from the far distance . 

One big and one small black bears . 

Little Golden Dragon swallowed his saliva and murmured, “Master, you said that bear’s paw is very 

delicious food right? I can try it this time . ” 
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Little Egg touched Little Purple who was on the head of Little Egg and pointed at the big bear . “Aunty 

Little Purple, take down the big bear . You drink blood and I eat meat . A good future is waiting for us!” 

Then, without waiting for Hexi to speak, the purple vines rose into the sky and turned multiple vine 

shadows in the air . 

The two magical beasts charged as they roared . 

Hexi held her temples in pain:These reckless guys . Do they know that these two are rank five magical 

beasts? 

It would work out if it was a 3 versus 1, but if it was a 3 versus 2, they would be defeated utterly . 

As expected, after a while, Little Egg covered his head that was scratched by a rock and wailed as he ran 

back, “Wuwu… Mom, the big bear bullied me, you have to revenge for me!” 

Hexi took out her Li Shui Word without saying anything . The paths of the sword strikes appeared like 

rainfall . 

At the end of the battle, the Big Bear was decapitated . Its body was sliced into three chunks . 

On the other hand, Little Golden Dragon and Little Purple also joined forces to put the little black bear 

down . 

From the beginning to the end, Little Egg who didn’t do anything ran over and kissed Hexi’s ass, “Mom, 

you are so powerful! Little Egg really admires you the most!” 

Hexi tapped on his little head, and she couldn’t help laughing . 

=== 

In the next few days, Hexi and these few guys killed a lot of magical beasts, but they never encountered 

other martial artists . 

Hexi only had the map of the rank three and four magical beast . She didn’t know what was her location 

now, so she could only aimlessly move forward . 

The three little ones were having fun on the road, but the magical beasts in Breaking Spirit Mountain 

were miserable . 

Almost every day, two or three rank five magical beasts were killed in Hexi’s hands . Their skins were 

peeled and their blood was drained, then they were being cooked into delicious dishes . 

Little Egg and Little Golden Dragon actually didn’t get bored for eating so much meat, but they became 

more and more addicted . 

Especially after several actual combat experiences, the cooperation of the three little ones became more 

and more tacit . The ordinary rank five magical beasts were not their opponents at all . 

Only when encountering magical beasts that were particularly fierce and flexible, such as the powerful 

rank five magical beast like the eight-armed ape, they would cry for Hexi’s help . 



In an instant, Hexi wandered in the Breaking Spirit Mountain for three days, and the number of monster 

essence pills she gained increased at a terrible rate . 

At the same time, Hexi also felt that she was stronger day by day . 

In the battle with magical beasts, she slowly integrated the lessons learned by in the sword array . Even 

now, even if she was fighting a high-level martial artist at the Gold Core stage, she was confident that 

she had the power to fight . 

It was just that something that made the party depressed occurred . 
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Not sure if it was because they were so fierce that even the magical beast that lost its mind also felt 

threatened . There were no more magical beast appeared in front of them . 

Little Egg was very unhappy as he didn’t eat any fresh magical beast’s meat for three days . 

Suddenly, Little Egg’s keen eyes found a magical beast with odd shape not far from them . 

The most important thing was that this magical beast’s size was similar to him, and the magical beast 

didn’t have strong coercion at all . 

Little Egg immediately became excited . Although she followed Little Purple and Little Golden Dragon to 

fight magical beasts every day, in fact, he was terrified when the magical beast appeared . He didn’t dare 

to fight at all; he could only cheer and observe by the side at most . 

Little Egg always thought that he was the most powerful child of his mom . Since his mother was so 

powerful, how could he be so useless? 

Therefore, despite Little Egg having a full stomach these few days, he still felt sad in his heart . –I also 

want to fight a magical beast alone; I want mom to look at me differently! 

He didn’t dare to fight big magical beast, but now there was a small magical beast for him to fight at 

least so that he could show off this time! 

Therefore, Little Egg was delighted when he saw this magical beast with odd shape . 

Such a small beast without a powerful spirit pressure, this beast was tailored for him! 

Little Egg glanced at Hexi and Little Golden Dragon, who were meditating with their eyes closed, and 

then snickered twice, approaching the little magical beast secretly . 

When he was only two steps away from the little magical beast, Little Egg pounced on it excitedly . 

“Caught you-!” 

However, the expected scene where the little magical beast was struggling after being subdued by him 

did not appear . 

Little Egg fell to into the lawn . He was so painful that his pig nose and mouth were wrinkled . 
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The magical beast turned around and saw that a pair of small green bean-like eyes were looking straight 

at it not far away . The ugly nose was even moving up and down as if it had met something that made it 

excited . 

Little Egg reluctantly muttered, “It’s impossible that I can’t even catch such a magical beast!” 

As he spoke, he was about to pounce on that little magical beast again . Who knows, before he could 

move, the little magical beast sprang up suddenly and leaped toward Little Egg . 

Little Egg was caught off guard . He was put down by the little magical beast on the ground . He cried 

with his back on the ground, “Mom, help! Little Egg is going to get eaten…wuwu…” 

However, what made Little Egg unexpected was that the little magical beast did not eat it, but it lay on 

Little Egg and kept licking its face and neck . 

Little Egg was stunned first as he couldn’t react at first, then he cried and pushed the magical beast 

away, crawling quickly to the direction of Hexi . 

Hexi was awakened by the cries for help, and she quickly got up . 

Seeing Little Egg’s four feet were on the ground, sprinting at full speed toward her . He cried as he 

sprinted . 

Behind Little Egg was a similarly short-legged magical beast . It was grunting white gas from its mouth, 

and a pair of small eyes like green bean were particularly shiny . 

Little Egg’s speed was considered to be extremely fast, which was like a lightning, but the magical 

beast’s speed was actually faster than Little Egg . 

Without waiting for Little Egg to run back to Hexi, it leaped and thumped the egg to the ground . 

Hexi’s face changed . As the Li Shui Sword in her hand was about to strike, she was shocked by the scene 

in front of her . 

She saw that not only the magical beast didn’t bite Little Egg, it even climbed onto Little Egg . It kept 

licking Little Egg’s stomach and face . 
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Hexi was petrified:This … what is the situation ?! 

Little Egg was struggling under that little magical beast and crying, “Go away, you ugly . 

Wuwuwu…Mom, save me quickly!” 

Hexi stood stiff for a while, only then she took a few steps and caught Little Egg’s small leg, saving him 

out of the magical beast’s clutch . 

The little magical beast was took off by Hexi from Little Egg . It fell to the ground and rolled clumsily, 

then it looked up at Hexi and Little Egg with a stupid face . 
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A pair of green bean like eyes were full of desire and grievances, but Hexi only wanted to laugh seeing 

this . 

Because this little magical beast was really… too clumsy . The clumsiness was even mixed with cuteness . 

This magical beast was round with four small short and slim legs as if they could not support its body at 

any time; its face was very short . It was like its entire face was flattened by someone; its nose was tilted 

up which made it look like a small bulldog, but those green bean like eyes made it lose the fierceness of 

the bulldog, leaving only a silly and cute look . 

After Little Egg was rescued by Hexi, he instantly turned into the child who had suffered a grievance and 

he could finally complain to his parent or teacher . He wailed as he said, “Wuwuwu… Mom, it is 

molesting me . Help me defeat it quickly…wuwuwu… ” 

When the little magical beast heard Little Egg’s cry, it became very anxious . It lay on Hexi’s leg, making a 

weeping sound as if it was trying to comfort Little Egg . 

Hexi whispered, “Don’t be afraid, Little Egg . You see, he is just trying to be friendly with you . He didn’t 

bite you at all, right?” 

“Wuwuwu… I don’t want to see it . It is so ugly, and it even licked me!” Little Egg hugged Hexi’s neck and 

didn’t want to give up . He was sobbing as he said, “I’m still a virgin . The places that it licked were 

polluted . Wuwuwu…Mom, help me wash qucikly! ” 

Hexi’s mouth twitched again . This kid gives me more and more trouble! You’re even a virgin, and you 

even despised it for being ulgy!? 

How old is he? He already knows how to judge other by appearance … Ugh, it’s so troublesome! 

Hexi transfigured water spiritual power and washed Little Egg, only then Little Egg was satisfied . 

At this time, Little Purple and Xiaolong also stopped cultivation and rushed over . Little Golden Dragon 

said, “Little Egg, who dares to bully you? I will help you to punish them!” 

Little Egg immediately shouted at the little magical beast, “I hate this ugly monster . Chase it away, 

now!” 

Little Purple and Little Golden Dragon didn’t hesitate as they heard him . Purple vines immediately flew 

toward the insignificant little magical beast . 

Hexi could see that the little magical beast’s strength wass definitely not low, and it was not hostile to 

them, so she was trying to stop Little Golden Dragon and Purple Abyss Vine . 

However, when she saw the fighting scene, she was relieved . 

Because the ugly little magical beast didn’t fight back or run away, but no matter how fierce Little Purple 

and Little Golden Dragon attacked, it could still dodge all of them . 

Moreover, it didn’t look away from Little Egg throughout the whole process . The obsessed made look 

even made Hexi have a toothache by just looking at it . 



Hexi held the Little Egg in her arms and touched his little head and laughed, “Little Egg, I see that you 

have met an avid admirer, and its strength seems to be very high . Maybe even mom can’t be its 

opponent . Why not you just let it be?” 

Hexi was joking about this, but Little Egg took it seriously . 
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He made a loud cry and shouted, “Bad mom!” 

Then he glanced at Little Purple and Little Golden Dragon secretly, they really couldn’t deal with the ugly 

beast . 

Little Egg was really frightened this time, thinking that he was really going to “make an engagement” . 

Without waiting for Hexi to say anything, he immediately hid into the void, hiding himself in the corner 

of the Spirit Void Palace . No matter how Hexi called, he just wouldn’t come out . 

Hexi couldn’t help laughing . She called Purple Abyss Vine and Little Golden Dragon back . 

Little Golden Dragon just said that he wanted to help Little Egg to punish the bullier, but he didn’t expect 

to not touch his opponent at all after a long fight . He was angry and embarrassed, so he hid into the 

void and didn’t want to come out . 

The ugly cute little magical beast saw Little Egg disappeared from its sight, and it was suddenly anxious . 

It kept making “weeping” sound, running toward Hexi and circling her nonstop . 

When Hexi drove it away, it stared dumbfounded with its two green bean like eyes . Its eyes even looked 

foggy, filling with desire and grievance . 

Hexi suddenly felt like she was an evil mother-in-law who broke up a destined couple . She couldn’t 

stand being watched by it, so she had to turn and run . 

But who knows, the speed of this small magical beast was incredibly fast, and internal spiritual force was 

extremely powerful . 

No matter how fast Hexi was, it could actually keep up . 

Besides, it wasn’t making any noise along the way; it was just weeping . When Hexi was busy fighting 

with a few magical beasts, it would even come to help Hexi disrupting those magical beasts . 

Because this small magical beast had been following Hexi, Little Egg had been hiding in the void for a 

while and refused to come out . Little Golden Dragon and Little Purple naturally stayed in the void to 

accompany him . 

Poor Hexi now had to fight magical beast alone . After defeating the magical beast, she had to send the 

cooked food into the void for the three little kids to enjoy . 

On the contrary, this stupid little magical beast, although foolish, it was particularly well-behaved . It 

would even help Hexi to fight the magical beast . 
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Hexi remembered that the magical beasts in Breaking Spirit Mountain are all insane, but this little 

magical beast was stupid, but it obviously had a little intellectual . Not sure what kind of mutation it was 

. 

Hexi sometimes felt pity for it, so she gave it some cooked food . The small magical beast looked at the 

food in a silly manner; its green bean like eyes looked like crying . 

It took a long time for him to start eating the food . After eating, it was even more clingy toward Hexi 

and refused to leave . This made Little Egg in the void keep crying and rolling, saying that his mother did 

not love him anymore . 

Hexi was also helpless . She didn’t know how to get rid of this little thing . She could only hope that 

when she leaves this Breaking Spirit Mountain, this brat wouldn’t follow her anymore . 

=== 

=== 

The time of Big Hunting Match was one month in total . After one month, the teleportation circles in 

various places would be activated, which also indicated the end of the competition . 

This was Hexi’s seventh day in Breaking Spirit Mountain, and at this time, her rank five magical beast 

essence pill in the storage bag had reached a terrifying amount . 

As he went deeper and deeper into Breaking Spirit Mountain’s side, Hexi encountered more and more 

magical beasts, and they were relatively more brutal . But strangely, she didn’t encounter any martial 

artists who also came to the competition . 

On this day, she killed three rank five golden leopards in one breath, and the spiritual power in her body 

was almost exhausted . 

Just after taking a sip of Nine Ghost Springs, she was planning to meditate with her knees crossed . 

However, Hexi’s heart suddenly came a hint of annoyance . 

It was just that before Hexi could react to the unknown feeling, a strong spiritual power suddenly 

shrouded her . 
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A low, arrogant male voice with a little amusement sounded slowly in his ears, “I finally caught you, Xi 

Yue!” 

Hexi was suddenly shocked . She struck her Li Shui Sword at her back without thinking, then she 

backflipped, escaping the pressure that made her suffocate . 

It was just that this moment of relaxation did not let Hexi breathe a sigh of relief . She looked at the 

figure appearing in front of her eyes, and her face became extremely ugly . “Feng Yunjing, why are you 

here?” 
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The person was Feng Yunjing . At this time, he was wearing a dark blue robe embroidered silver silk; his 

hair was bound by a jade crest and tassels were drooping; his clothes were blown up by the breeze in 

the mountains which made him looked superior . 

His features were originally sharp, but at this time, with the amusement in his eyes, he looked a little 

elegant . 

Feng Yunjing was really in a good mood at this time . 

In Big Hunting Match, he was responsible for the monitoring of the rank five magical beast and the 

security of the martial artists in the West District, so he manipulated in the inscribed teleportation jade 

slip and sent Hexi to the West District . 

However, the area of the Breaking Spirit Mountain was extremely large . Even if it was only the west 

part of the rank five magical beast, there were also countless mountain ranges . It was not easy to find 

someone in it . 

Feng Yunjing got the news from the Ouyang Family before entering Breaking Spirit Mountain . He 

originally planned to find Ouyang Haoxuan first, but he was worried that Xi Yue’s strength was too weak, 

and she would be injured for staying alone in the rank five magical beast area . 

Therefore, he specifically ordered several disciples of the Feng family to control Xi Yue first when they 

met her in the rank five magical beast area . 

However, Feng Yunjing did not expect that he and Xi Yue were so destined . 

He was just wandering around randomly, looking for the trace of Ouyang Haoxuan, but he didn’t expect 

to encounter Xi Yue himself, and she was still intact . 

Does this mean that Xi Yue should belong to him? 

Feng Yunjing stared at Hexi not far away with gleaming eyes, only to see that there was a lot of dust on 

her body, and there was blood on the clothes of magical beast . 

However, these did not affect her superb beauty at all . 

Smooth and fair skin; long eyebrows like mountain; watery eyes . If she were to put up women’s 

makeup, her beauty could make a country fall for it . 

Feng Yunjing had never put women in his eyes before, and he was even disgusted by the delicate and 

tender women around her father . 

In his eyes, women are just men’s accessories; a little embellishment on their hegemony . 

If he likes, he could summon them immediately . 

If he doesn’t like, he would kick them away like an animal . 

When the next time he went to recruit bride, the women would crawl toward him and lick his feet like 

an animal . 

However, the appearance of Xi Yue changed his mind . 



Whether Xi Yue was male or female, this person had elicited his desire to conquer him or her . 

The more he couldn’t get it, the more he longed for it, and the more he couldn’t help himself . 

Feng Yunjing slowly raised the corner of his mouth and spoke to Hexi, “Do you want to come here 

obediently or you want me to catch you myself?” 

His eyes seemed to flash a fiery flame . He arrogantly assessed Hexi from top to bottom, as if he was 

stripping her clothes with his sight . “If you obediently come into my arms, I can still be gentle to you . ” 

“If you are still ungrateful, then don’t blame me for being rude!” 

The moment Hexi saw Feng Yunjing appeared, she was channeling her spiritual power in her body . 

Fortunately, she drank Jiuyou Lingquan in time . She had now recovered 70% to 80% of her strength . 


